:f dark-matter detectors are truly picking up WIMPs, the number detected should be a few percent higher in summer, when the motions
of the Earth and sun th~ough the galaxy's cloud of WIMPs are combined, and fewer in winter, when the Earth lags behind. '
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theories of how matter was
nos out of the running.
formed in the Big Bang also
But neutrinos were just the
.~ . tend to argue against the
first in a long line of suspects.
" dark matter being stars or .Theoretical physicists are for
.~ '- .Jupiters. As a result of these
ever coming up with brand
new particles that should ex
and other arguments, many
ist if their theories are to
cosmologists have come to
believe that dark matter is
make any sense. And if these
composed of something
particles really do exist, they
might be ideal for explaining
more inherently elusive.
~ One of the first candidates . . dark matter. For instance, to
was the neutrino, ,a particle
explain the workings of the
, that had a number of things
strong nuclear force (which
keeps atomic nuclei from fly
going for it. Neutrinos were
ing apart), physicists have
already known to exist (the
Big Bang spewed out hordes
predicted the existence of the
- of them), and they were un
axion, a particle whimsically
obtrusive: neutrinos could
named after a laundry de
pass through people and
tergent. Perhaps more than a
planets alike as though they
trillion ' times lighter than an
were ghosts. But no one was
electron, the axion is so
sure whether neutrinos had
insubstantial that trillions
any mass at all. And even if could be stuffed into every
they did, computer simula
cubic. inch of space around
tions showed that a uni
verse dominated by neu- trinos would probably
not have condensed
into galaxies the
way the real
universe did . .
That discov
ery quick.. ly _'took
neutri-

physicists because, says
us and we'd never notice.
There are also a number of Seckel, they "kill the most
particles that pop up in the . birds." Not only does one
equations of theorists trying variety explain dark matter
to unify nature's various very nicely and fill in the
forces. In their schemes, spaces in supersymmetry .
every known or predicted theories, but another also
particle in the universe helps solar physicists explain
should have a "supersym
why the sun is putting out
metric" partner. The Z parti7 fewer neutrinos than theory
cle, for example, should have predicts. WIMPs falling into
its zino, the W particle its the sun's core would cool it,
wino, the photon its photino, thereby damping neutrino
and the quarks their squarks. production. Moreover, a uni
Collectively these have come verse dominated by WIMPs
to be known as WIMPs, or might generate just ·enough
weakly interacting massive gravity to balance the force of
particles. Each would be its expansion, keeping the ~
roughly as heavy as ten or cosmos from either ex-I
more protons, yet still, like panding forever or col ~
the featherweight axion, be lapsing-:a balance cosmolo ~
terribly indifferent to ordi
gists believe should exist, for ~
nary matter.
both scientific and aesthetic I
Ii
WIMPs are popular with reasons.
Trying ' to .corner an ~
axion or WIMP, though, S
is fraught with difficulty. In the case of i
the axion, says ~
Pierre Sikivie of ~
the University
of Florida at ~
Gainesville,
the notion ~
that one ~
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Brookhaven physicists are belling that dark molter is made of a still-theoretical particle. the oxion •.
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The sun should 'have captured
a bellyful of WIMPs in the
course of its 5 billion years.'

I.

these first attempts as a vital
training exercise for the next
generation of dark-matter
hundreds of feet below Cali
copper cylinders of different
detectors. ' One of the ideas
fornia's Oroville Dam.
sizes and repositioning a
Sadoulet and his colleagues
The search hinges on the
sapphire rod in each to sub
are now .considering in
idea that if there are enough
tly adjust the frequency.
volves a pure-crystalline
WIMPs · passing through a
Dark-matter detection in
detector made ' of germa'1' II .}
detector, one should occa - nium, boron, or silicon that
the laboratory is tricky in
sionally hit a germanium
more than just technical
would attempt to spot the
ive years ago Sikivie ar
nucleus dead on. Because . heat a WIMP generates
'rived at an imaginative \ ways; funding is scarce, and
. researchers may spend years
the WIMP would be moving · when it bangs into an atomic
solution. While teaching
developing an instrument
at some 200 miles a second,
nucleus. After such a col
course on electromagnetism,
the nucleus would recoil vio
th;lt could become obsolete
lision, a set of phonons, or
it occurred to him that if an
lently, generating a stream
with a change in theory.
sound waves, would ripple
axionpassed through an in
Thus, sume dark-matter , of detectable electrons. Such
through the crystal and just
tense magnetic field
detectors aren't very sensidetectors have other roles as
slightly raise its temperature.
(roughly 200,000 times that
The difficulty is in devel
.of Earth); it should decay
oping a sensor sensitive
'and emit microwaves at a
enough to measure a rise in
specific frequency. Inspired
temperature as small as a
by Sikivie's insight, a team of
millionth of a degree.
physicists at Brookhaven
That is best accomplished
built an axion detector con
by cooling the instrument to
sisting of a copper cylinder ,
, surrounded by a super
within twenty thousandths
of a degree above absolute
conducting magnet. The
zero, a severe experimental
cylinder is just the right size
so that·it will resonate at
challenge . The Berkeley
microwave frequencies, as ·
group hopes to have a proto
type, weighing a few grams,
an organ pipe resonates at a
given frequency when filled
constructed within a year; a
with air. If an axion passes
full-scale detector, weighing
through the cylinder, the
1,000 grams, may take sev
eral years.
magnet should make it de
cay; the resulting burst of
Other research teams are
microwaves would produce
· working on variations of this
hardly more than a trillionth
scheme, and each variation
of a trillionth of a watt of
is advancing the current lim- .
power, but it should make
its of technology in low
the cylinder resonate
temperature physics. At
Stanford, for instance, BIas
enough to be detected.
After two years of search
Cabrera's group hopes to
. ing, the Brookhaven re- . A passing axion will decay into microwaves in an intense
mount a series of thin super
conducting films around a
searchers have yet to see a
magnetic field, setting a copper cylinder vibrating perceptibly.
signal, but that's not too sur- ' .
crystal in order to map the
prising. The resonant fre
tive, but they have already
well. Two research groups,
phonons as they strike the
crystal's 'surfaces. The pat
looking for a rare radioactive
quency depends on the
firmly ruled out certain
tern of energy should, in the
process known as double
axion's exact mass, which is
"heavy" neutrinos as dark
ory, identify the characteris
matter candidates; if they
not yet known. "It's as if
beta decay, came to realize
were numerous enough to · tic signature of a WIMP
we're looking for a specific
that their germanium detec
serve as dark matter, these , more accurately than a sim
tors-set deep underground
station· on a radio that has
particles should have been
five million channels," says . ' to avoid interference from
ple temperature jump could .
Bruce Moskowitz of the , cosmic rays-could also
recorded hundreds of times '
Researchers in France, g
University of Rochester, a
hunt for certain types of a day. The investigators saw
Germany, and the United ~
nothing.
collaborator on the project.
WIMP. One experiment was
States, including Andrzaj g
Bernard Sadoulet of the
Drukier of the Applied Re- ~
situated in a gold mine
[fhe' work goes on:' Mosko
witz and his colleagues are
nearly a mile beneath the. University of California at . search Corporation in Maryland and several collabo- g
Berkeley, a participant in the
Black Hills of South Dakota;
scanning the frequencies
Oroville experiment, sees
rators, have taken a com- 3
the other is still operating
from 1 to 6 gigahertz, using
couldn't be snared was not
unreasonable. The particle, if
it exists, could whiz through .
a series of steel bank vaults
lined up from here to Pluto
and not bump into one atom.
How could one possibly catch
such a will-o' -the"wisp?
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: . " pletely -different approach~
• They are ' desigDing boxes

"' . containing billions of,micro
scopic grains of supercon
, ducting metal, each no big
, ger •than a bacterium" sus- '
, , " pended in a nonconducting
" material. "My ;philosophy,"
says Drukier; "is' that small
is beautiful." He proposes to
sighta WIMP 'when it hits
one"of the 'g rains; the re
" ,- sulting ' heat would .flip the
metal granule from a super
conducting state to a normal
"' state. The key to this task is
'. the development of, elec
; tronies that can distinguish
, the change of state in ~ust
' ~ne grain.
'
..,
. Having a variety of instru
. merits is vital to this enter
prise since different ' ma
terials and techniques favor
different types of WIMP; the
'greater the assortment, the
better the chances that the
Top view of the Oroville Dam WIMP detector shows germanium at center, sur~ounded by shielding•
. true dark-maHer particle, if it
exists, will be detected; "One
clean, quiet, simple, and in
through the Milky Way;
has to be clever to distin
halo of WIMPs, ·the sun
expensive, about five dollars
tbus; it would pass through
should have captured a bel
'. guish a WIMP signal from
, " the. background," notes
per liter," he says, And at
the sea of WIMPs a bit faster.
lyful over. the course of itS 5
"Like a car speeding'through ' billion years, Earth; too,
. Brown ;University physicist. temperatures near absolute
the rain and picking up more ' could be pooling WIMPs in
, ~ " Robert' Lanou. Cosmic rays
zero every possible contami
its core. If so, some of these
'.. .:~ : ',' could mimic a WIMP, but ,l nant freezes out while he- , raindrops on its windshield,
, . , this can be avoided by going ;7 lium, which has no natural
Earth would pick up a few
WIMPs could annihilate,
" " ,: . deep underground. More
more WIMPs," explains  emitting neutrinos much
radioactive isotopes that
could cause a disruption, r.e- ' Andy Gould of the Stanford
more energetic than ' those
worrisome are· electronic
Linear Accelerator Center in ' emitted by normal stellar
noises and the natural ra , mains liquid. Twenty liters
processes. .
California, In winter, on the
dioacUvityof the detector
of helium could conceivably
. ~ and shielding materials
register up to 100 events a
other hand, there would be
Several underground
themselves. The scientists
fewer WIMPS than average.
experiments originally de~
~ay-that is, if the WIMPs
involved in the South Dakota
A genuine WIMP signal
are cooperative and other,
signed to learn whether pro
experiment went so far as to
spurious signals can be
tons decay are already on the I
shou1d therefore rise and fall
shield ' their ionization de
suppressed,
by several percent over a
lookout ,for this WIMP- ~
tector with 450-year-old lead
If a signal is indeed found,
related signal, A better view ~
year's time. It's a tiny effect,
from a sunken Spanish gal
physicists have a clever way
admits Gould, but a po
will come with the next gen- ~
tentially observable one. .
of checking whether it is
leon. They reasoned that any
eration of neutrino detectors ~
residual radioactivity caused
real. Imagine the dark
now being proposed,such as ~
by cosmic rays would have
matter WIMPs hovering
thers are not so sure.
a vast array of ' phototubes
UCLA physicist David
around and through the .
strung for hundreds of feet ~
disappeared after centuries
- in deep water, arid that ra
Milky Way like a tenuous
Cline believes observation of
under a deep lake.. with the I
. dioactive fallout from nu
fog. The solar system would
dark matter in the laboratory
high-energy neutrinos being ~
clear blasts could not have
be moving through this
is likely to fail; the signal is
spotted by the special light ~
penetrated deep into the sea.
just too faint. But there are
dark-matter mist as the sun
they emit as they speed ~
a number of other ways that
rbits around the center of
through the water, . '
....\
In his search for purity,
our , galaxy. In summertime
WIMPs might give them
Lanou has envisioned a
WIMPs ' should also be
detector that makes use of
selves away, If our entire gal
annihilating in the Milky
Earth's motion in its orbit
liquid helium; "Helium is
axy is truly submerged in a
parallels the sun's motion
Way's dark-matter halo, ,
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. "It's as if we're looking for a ..
station on a radio that has five
milRonchannels.' ,

. sending oui gamma rays and
antiprotons, and both
should be detectable. But
are already under way at
finding them could prove
CERN in Europe and Fenni
even more difficult than
lab in Illinois. .
finding WIMPs in the lab.
"Finding just one su-:
Space-based detectors could
persymmetric particle," ex
help, but they won't be
launched for years, if ever. '.
plains Griest, "would prob
ably mean that they all are
Some physicists don't like
there," and the lightest and
the idea of passive detectors
at all. They'd rather create
most stable of these par
ticles, something like a pho
'WIMPs in powerful particle
accelerators; "The results
tino or Higgsino, would be
could blast this whole busi- ' an excellent candidate for
.ness out of the' water," says . dark matter. But if the
Cline. For supersymmetric
accelerators don't reveal the
particles, says Kim Griest of presence of a squark or slep
ton soon, it may call into
the .University of Chicago,
question whether a WIMP of
the smoking gun would be a
sort of hole in the accelerator any kind can be the dark
debris, an indication that ,matter. Meanwhile, at
some unknown particle is
Brookhaven, researchers are
, taking energy away in the
about to try their own dark
collision. Intensive searches
matter creation scheme,

. enlists will soon take a look
with the new Monopole,
Astrophysics, and Cosmic
making axions by sending a
Ray Observatory located un
laser beam through a power
<ler the Gran Sasso mountain
in Italy. .
1
ful magnetic field.
"Of course, the dark mat
No matter which of the
ter could be something no
dark-matter detectors proves .
one has thought of, says . successful, "people would
Griest. A variety of odd can
be overjoyed by just one
didates abound, such as
event," says Gould. The oc
"boson stars," " quark nug- . casion would be as momen
gets," and "shadow matter."
tous as the discovery in 1965
One perpetual contender is
of the universe's microwave
the magnetic monopole, a
background, the fossil echo
still-theoretical particle that
of the Big Bang itself. "We're
carries just a north or a south
talking of a new Copernican
magnetic charge, but not
revolution," says Drukier.
both. "Monopoles are now
And if such a discovery were
out of fashion," notes Indi
to happen tomorrow? ''I'd
ana University astronomer : retire," says David Seckel
Stuart Mufson, "but detect
,with a Llugh. "I'd retire." 0
ing just one could change all
that." A large collaboration
Marda Bartusiak wrote about
of Italian and American sci
the Milky Way in September.
II
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